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If you are a Morgan breeder or if you have talked shop with 
one, you know there is universal consent for the importance 
of the dam line in the genetic equation.
Traditionally, however, fame and fortune accrue to stallions. 

They are more prolific than mares can ever be. They are promoted 
through the success of their get. Breeding programs are often 
constructed around them. The good ones tend to be money makers.
 The Morgan Broodmare Hall of Fame was estab-
lished to redress the balance; to put objective in-
formation into the calculations of breeders 
and buyers; and, we hope, to recognize 
and enlarge the prestige associated with 
the great producers of our generation.
 The following bullet points 
recap the brief history of this 
program, inaugurated only two 
years ago in these very pages:

• A Morgan Broodmare Hall of 
Fame was originally a project 
of The Morgan Horse magazine. 
We at the magazine were ap-
proached by a few breeders who 
thought there should be such a 
program in our breed as there is in 
others. Refining and developing the 
idea involved two years of research.

• We set a high bar for qualification in 
the BHOF—to be eligible mares had to have 
produced a minimum of three world champions. 
The world championship database provides a singular source 
for quantifiable research. And entries at Grand National compete 
in nearly every discipline for which the Morgan breed is utilized.

• Determining the qualified mares was an enormous project. TMH 
staff imported the names of more than 3,300 world champions 
who have been crowned since the beginning of Grand National 
in 1973 into an Excel spreadsheet. We then looked up and 
entered into the spreadsheet the dams of all these Morgan 
horses, enabling us to sort the results electronically. 

• In the January/February 2019 Breeding Guide we introduced the 
results. At that time, we identified that a remarkable 63 mares 

had earned inclusion based on their production record. The total 
number of mares qualifying for the hall of fame has since increased 
to 81 to date. (Currently one mare has nine world champions, 
one mare has produced eight world champions; two mares have 
produced seven world champions each; there are two with six; 
seven with five; 18 mares have four; and the remainder three). 
• At the April 2019 meeting of the AMHA Board of Directors, it 

was voted that the BHOF would be an official program 
of AMHA as well as The Morgan Horse magazine. 

And the Registry Committee agreed that 
BHOF would become a designation on the 

permanent record of each inductee in 
the Registry database. 

HOUSEKEEPING 
AND UPDATES
MOVING ON UP

A few mares already inducted into 
the BHOF in 2019 have seen their 
stock go up as additional progeny 
earned world titles. They are:

Cache —Titles earned in 2019 
by Indian Creek Cool Brees (by 

Mizrahi) and Stoney Point Cimarron 
(by Indian Creek Highlander) plus 

the 2020 title by Indian Creek Highland 
Park (by Indian Creek Highlander) brings 

Cache to the head of class as all-time producer 
of world champions with nine.

Kim’s Bellegante —The 2020 World Champion Pleasure Driving win 
by Playmors Prinz Of Bell Air GCH moved this mare’s total to eight. 

Treble’s Unchained Melody—The 2019 world championship win by 
SpringMill Splish Splash (by Nostradamus) brings her total to seven.

HVK Obsidian—The 2019 world championship of Dragonsmeade 
Eltanin (by And The Beat Goes On) brings a total of five to her record.

Long Acres Broadway—The 2020 World Champion Saddle Seat 
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Equitation 13 & Under title with Indian Creek Herald Square CH 
raised her number to five.

Dutch-Mor’s Joy—Ledyard Serenity’s two-year-old futurity 
pleasure driving world title brings this mare’s total to four. 

Cedar Creek Pirouette—Two world championship titles, in 2019 
and 2020, by Dragonsmeade Iconicfusion (by Dragonsmeade 
Icon) raised this mare’s stock to four.

EQUITATION RESULTS
The AMHA Board of Directors has agreed that titles won in the eq-
uitation section will now be entered into a horse’s permanent show 
record starting with the 2020 show season (previously those titles 
accrued to the rider only). The record of a Morgan in an equitation 
world championship now counts toward its dam’s eligibility for in-
clusion in the BHOF. An application form is available at www.mor-
ganhorse.com/registry/bhof/bhof-equitation-eligibility/ to have 
past equitation results submitted toward BHOF status.

CT Ginger Lee—Equitation wins by Don’t Blink GCH (by Cartier) 
brought this mare’s world champion offspring tally up to three.

Carlyle Ten—The 2003 World Champion Saddle Seat Senior 
Equitation win by Susie Sessink riding AFF The Stalker (by Cedar 
CreekHarlequin) raised Ten’s total to four.

NEWLY INDUCTED
The following mares have been newly inducted to join this prestigious 
group, each now the dam of at least three world champions. They 
are: Aljaks Miss Wham I Am, Bri-B Classicpiece, Cedar Creek 
With Bells On, Cingate Starry Night, Dragonsmeade Valkyrie, 
Erotic Dancer GCH, KJM First Lady, Queen’s No Mercy, Topic 
Of Conversation, and Trebles Pomp And Byzazz

MARE PROFILES
Introducing the BHOF in 2019 we profiled a dozen of the inducted 
mares, starting with those with the highest numbers of world 
champion offspring and proceeding alphabetically, profiling 
another dozen in the 2020 “TMH Breeding Guide.” We continue 
that practice here with the featured mares who follow. 

CARLYLE TEN
BAY • 07/21/1984
LAST RECORDED OWNER:
George Schott
BREEDER: Maxine W. Snow
SIRE: Windcrest Splendor (Upwey 
Ben Don x Wind-Crest Annfield)
DAM: Carlyle Adrienne (Wind-
crest Splendor x Starlite Belle)
DAM OF FOUR
WORLD CHAMPIONS

AFF The Stalker (by Cedar CreekHarlequin) AFF Tailored To 
Taste (by Philharmonic); Can’t You See MEM GCH; Think About 
It MEM (both by Futurity French Command)

What stands out immediately is Carlyle Ten’s pedigree as she 
is by Windcrest Splendor and out of a Windcrest Splendor 
daughter. She was a producer and a performer with multiple world 
championships in both harness and saddle, including the Reserve 
English Pleasure World Championship with Jim Lowry. “Ten” 
became a top broodmare for Apple Flat Farms, under Lowry’s 
guidance, before her final address in Maine for George Schott’s 
Maine Event Morgans. Rick Lane first saw Carlyle Ten as a yearling 
and was immediately attracted to her. “I always wanted Carlyle 
Ten, even before Apple Flat Farms acquired her,” Rick shared. “AFF 
got her at an auction where I was the opposing bidder.” Apple Flat 
Farms outbid Lane at that auction and Rick’s acquisition of Carlyle 
Ten was put on hold. “When George Schott became my client, he 
wanted me to buy mares to breed to Futurity French Command. 
‘Ten’ was at the top of my list.” The mare was with Tim Arcuri at that 
time and Rick was able to secure her for the MEM program. Rick’s 
instincts were on target. Two embryos were flushed from the mare 
that year and both foals went on to be world champions. Tragically, 
Ten died soon after. “Carlyle Ten was long necked and extremely 
beautiful. She was the epitome of a ladies horse, expressive in her 
bridle,” Rick notes, “and she passed those attributes on to her foals.” 

CEDAR CREEK PIROUETTE
BAY • 05/14/1991
LAST RECORDED OWNER: 
Dragonsmeade
BREEDER: Cedar Creek Farm, 
Larry A. Bolen
SIRE: I Will Command (Waseeka’s 
In Command x Trophy’s Corrigan)
DAM: Cedar Creek Beloved 
(Waseeka’s In Command x Whit-
morr Bellanna)

DAM OF FOUR WORLD CHAMPIONS
Dragonsmeade Belledujour; Dragonsmeade Fusion, 
Dragonsmeade Infusion (all by HVK Bell Flaire); Dragonsmeade 
Iconicfusion (by Dragonsmeade Icon)

Iann Fu Longenecker likes to joke with Larry Bolen that her 
treasured broodmare, Cedar Creek Pirouette, was a steal. Not 
many breeders can boast a top purchase for under $10,000. Add 
in a service to HVK Bell Flaire, a one-time cover, and boom, a 
world champion was born. Dragonsmeade Fusion initiated the 
lineage that would give the prominent Dragonsmeade program 
three world champions by crossing Cedar Creek Pirouette with 
Bell Flaire. “Initially, ‘Belle’ caught our interest because  she was 
the younger sister to one of my favorite horses from our days at 
Cedar Creek—Cedar Creek Joyful,” Iann explained. “Genetics are 
interesting because Belle was not as pretty but was a far better dam 
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than her sister. Conformationally, she was more correct, especially 
through the neck and shoulder.” And with Waseeka’s In Command 
dominating the lines on both sides, there was no doubt this mare 
would be an asset to the Dragonsmeade broodmare band. When 
talking to Iann, who makes many of the breeding decisions for 
Dragonsmeade, she will always point out how cherished each foal 
is and how special each mare is. Cedar Creek Pirouette was a farm 
favorite and one of the first to be greeted by Iann during a visit. 
“She loved me, and I adored her.” As far as the foals, “every one of 
her foals is special and they possess all that back-end torque passed 
on from my beloved Belle.”

TEDWIN 
TREMENDOUS
BAY • 04/15/1971
LAST RECORDED 
OWNER: John Paluga, 
Tedwin Farm
BREEDER: Tedwin Farm
SIRE: UVM Flash (Upwey 
Ben Don x Norma)
DAM: Waseeka Cajun 

Queen (Waseeka’s Nocturne x Corrine)

DAM OF FOUR WORLD CHAMPIONS
Outer Limits; Outrageous Courageous (both by HVK Courageous 
Flaire); Tedwin Titlist (by Fiddler’s Show Boat); Tedwin Top This 
(by Elm Hill Charter Oak)

Before semen transport, John Paluga, the brains behind the Tedwin 
prefix, drove the treasured mare, Waseeka Cajun Queen, to the 
University of Vermont Morgan Horse Farm to be bred to UVM 
Flash. Tedwin Tremendous was the result; the first filly and third foal 
produced by Cajun Queen for the Tedwin program. “Back then I got 
to see Upwey Ben Don and the Waseeka horses,” John reports. “I got 
to personally see the individuals I was breeding to that were going 
to be in Tremendous’ pedigree.” That pedigree built from Nocturne 
blood on top of Brunk produced dynamite stock. Her daughters 
were top park harness horses and her sons excelled in the pleasure 
division. Two pleasure driving world champion stallions, Tedwin 
Top This and Tedwin Titlist, were carefully planned crosses. “My 
biggest thrill was taking Tremendous up to Jeanne Herrick’s place,” 
remembers Paluga. “I was a big fan of Elm Hill Charter Oak and that’s 
how we got Top This.” As an individual, Tremendous did not have a 
great show career—she was in competition with Tedwin In Tempo, 
but she did win the dam and produce class at New England with Top 
This and Titlist at her side. John remembers her beautiful head and 

Reference photo: Tedwin Top This
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her show horse attitude even though her fame was in the breeding 
shed. “I got my best fillies out of Tremendous. She came out every day 
with her tail over her back—whether she was in foal or not.” 

WASEEKA 
VALIANT LADY
BAY • 08/14/1975
LAST RECORDED 
OWNER: Cindy Nord
BREEDER: Waseeka Farm
SIRE: Waseeka’s Showtime 
(Waseeka’s Nocturne x 
Waseeka’s Thisizit)
DAM: Helicon Calliope 
(Waseeka’s Nocturne x 
Windcrest Prima Dona)

DAM OF FOUR WORLD CHAMPIONS
Nemours Courageous (by Courage Of Equinox); Nobelle; Valiant 
Tony (both by Noble Command); WHF Beams Memory (by 
Beamington)

Waseeka Valiant Lady has been a grand broodmare for many. Mike 
Goebig points out, “she has been various places and was successful 
every trip—that’s a testament to her greatness.” The last home for 
Valiant Lady was with Cindy Nord who is quick to credit Mike 
with the forethought to purchase her when Martha DuPont was 
downsizing. Mike was an admirer of the Waseeka program, which 
he calls a “formula for success.” “I am a huge fan of John Lydon and 
the Waseeka program. They knew how to do it and they did it well. 
I tracked all of those horses and Valiant Lady was one.” Valiant Lady 
was a successful broodmare but not necessarily impressive in person. 
Mike says, “she was small but very pretty-headed. She was just a freak 
of nature that produced her pedigree, but not herself.” Mike goes on 
to stress that, “none of what she produced was by accident.” Valiant 
Lady’s daughter, CN The Valiant Touch, is the dam of the daughters 
with the ALB prefix bred to Get Busy. So, it is no surprise that Valiant 
Lady’s great-granddaughter, world champion Get Smart, has found 
her forever home with the Nord family. Valiant Lady is also the dam 
of Broodmare Hall of Fame mare Nobelle, who has in turn produced 
the BHOF inductee, HVK Ancient Cry. There’s a pattern of greatness 
here, and it all starts with one word: Waseeka. 

WIDE EYED INNOCENCE
BAY • 07/03/1993
LAST RECORDED 
OWNER: Holly M. Linden
BREEDER: Anthony Bianco
SIRE: Serenity Masterpiece 
(Serenity Grandmaster x 
Serenity Remember Me)
DAM: Kinglow’s Cherish 
(Devan Pride x Devan 
Danvere)

DAM OF FOUR WORLD CHAMPIONS 
Analyze That (by Centerpiece); Clayhill Affirmative CH (by A 
Winter Day); Decadence; Flawless (both by WWW Reality Check 
Dot Com)

Wide Eyed Innocence is one of the great producing daughters of 
Serenity Masterpiece. She is a full sister to DBA Street Talk. When 
crossed with WWW Reality Check Dot Com, who is also by Street 
Talk, thus doubling up the Masterpiece lines, the World Champion 
Mares Decadence and Flawless emerged. Mike Super had a plan and 
it worked. “He was breeding offspring of Masterpiece with outcrosses 
on the dam line so that anyone down the road could have a linebred 
Masterpiece horse and be able to breed them to any stallion with good 
results,” Keith Nelson remembers. Nelson, who trained many of the 
Masterpiece offspring, has intimate knowledge of the times. “I started 
Innocence as a two-year-old to see how she worked and thought. Mike 
always intended to keep her as a broodmare.” Those early training 
days exposed a good mind and strong backend with plenty of hock, all 
of which passed on to her foals. Teri Rumens had the mare at her Fire 
Run Farm for a time, gaining a foal which carries her FRF prefix. “I 
loved her,” Teri gushed. “She was a broad-chested mare and everything 
she foaled out had that big body and big-shouldered stamp on them. 
Her foals didn’t look much like her; she was a carrier for a great stallion; 
she added size, substance, length of neck, and straight legs. You could 
breed her to any stallion and always get a beautiful foal.” 

ALJAKS MISS 
WHAM I AM
CHESTNUT • 04/10/1999
LAST RECORDED 
OWNER: Michelle Cravenho
BREEDER: Aljak Acres
SIRE: Aljaks Double 
Whammy (Century Free Spirit 
x Liberation Starbrite)
DAM: Century Oak Denali 
(Tedwin Topic x Rose Valley 
Rhapsody)

DAM OF THREE WORLD CHAMPIONS
Handcrafted; Millenniums Masterpiece GCH; MSV Miss Belle 
GCH (all by Minion Millennium)

Aljaks Miss Wham I Am was everybody’s favorite chestnut beauty 
and John Hufferd’s special girl. Her impressive in-hand career, with 
three world championships, three reserve world championships, two 
Grand National titles, and one reserve Grand National title, sealed 
her place in the record books. Her progeny defined her as a producer. 
She is one of the first famous Aljaks Double Whammy get from the 
golden cross with Broodmare Hall of Famer Century Oak Denali. 
When crossed with top sire Minion Millennium, another exquisite 
piece of horse flesh under the direction of Hufferd, exceptional 
foals were predicted and proven. Margaret Van Meter purchased 
“Missy” as a weanling from the Martins of Aljak Acres, putting her 
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immediately into Hufferd’s expert hands. “She was the coolest baby 
that never made it to the gala—due to a sudden illness she missed the 
class,” John remembers. “She wasn’t just a nice yearling; she was a nice 
mare.” She was the kind of nice mare that was “on” all the time, always 
game. “Every time we got her out, she was snorting and blowing. It 
actually became a problem getting her broke to do anything because 
she was on all the time,” John says, “and all of her offspring have been 
beautiful, game, and successful show horses.” The best thing about 
Missy, John says, “she was a joy to be around every day.” 

ARBORIA SATORI
BAY • 03/30/1983
LAST RECORDED 
OWNER: Arboria 
Morgans Inc
BREEDER: Dale A. & 
Marlene V. Farabee
SIRE: I Will Command 
(Waseeka’s In Command 
x Trophy’s Corrigan)

DAM: Kendalwood Fortune (Rapidan Apollo x UVM Treasure)
DAM OF THREE WORLD CHAMPIONS 
Arboria LaBelle; Arboria Perfection; Arboria Victorious (all by Ar-
boria Noble Victor)

Arboria Satori was one of the foundation broodmares for Arboria 
Morgans. Her bloodlines tell the tale on paper of her predictability 
to be a great producer, having been sired by I Will Command, a top 
sire of broodmares, which passes on the blood of Trophy as well 
as Waseeka’s In Command. Her dam, Kendalwood Fortune, also a 
Broodmare Hall of Fame inductee, carries important Government 
bloodlines. When crossed with Arboria Noble Victor the results 
were spectacular. Breeder Dale Farabee remembers that, “most 
people are aware of her show record, but folks should also be aware 
of her produce and their success and longevity.” Arboria Victorious’ 
first recorded win was in 1998 and the final victory pass was in 
2012 with most of his titles and legacy in the demanding roadster 
division. Arboria Perfection debuted as a yearling in 1992 at Gold 
Cup and left the ring in 2006 as a roadster champion. According to 
Dale, “Satori passed on her attitude, conformation, talent, beauty, 
and stamina. She was an absolute super show mare and nice 
broodmare.” Longtime Arboria trainer Diane Conrady agrees with 
Dale. “Satori was a talented and beautiful mare but the thing I loved 
about her was that she was so game. She passed on her prettiness 
and her babies got their conformation from her; but most of all she 
passed on her gameness, they all wanted to be show horses.”

BRI-B CLASSICPIECE
BAY • 01/26/2000
LAST RECORDED 
OWNER & BREEDER: 
Brian Stewart
SIRE: The Classic Touch 
(The Master’s Touch x 
Serenity Kimberly)
DAM: Bri-B Grand 
Duchess (Lookaway’s 

Topwon x C Nine Charmaine)
DAM OF THREE WORLD CHAMPIONS
Bri-B Crystalpiece GCH; Bri-B Lady Malicious; Martha Stewart 
(all by Minion Millennium)

Bri-B Classicpiece was carefully planned. Brian Stewart, her breeder, 
was working at Minion Morgans at the time of her conception. “I was 
breeding to get a mare and got lucky with a bay mare,” Brian stated. 
“Her sire was the only Masterpiece-related stallion on the topline 
that you could breed to. He was out of Serenity Kimberly, by Serenity 
Masterpiece, who was the dam of Minion Valentino.” Brian just so 
happened to be the one working Valentino; a love affair began and 
so did the idea to tap into the bloodlines. Brian bred his Bri-B Grand 
Duchess to The Classic Touch and Classicpiece was born. Brian went 
on to breed her to Minion Millennium several times, doubling up 
the Masterpiece blood and attributes. “Classicpiece passed on lots 
of pretty and a ton of go. She had a lot of trot and was such a good 
thinking mare,” Brian says, “all typical Masterpiece.” Brian elaborates, 
“she passed on a lot of size to her offspring who were easy to work and 
always happy about it.” That size and sensibility is evident in multi-
world champion Martha Stewart GCH, whose wonderful disposition 
is exemplified through her success from trail, to equitation, to off-
season cow sorting. Bri-B Crystalpiece GCH excels in the hunter 
pleasure division and has earned multiple world titles. And all the 

foals got that trot—especially Bri-B 
Lady Malicious and Grand National 
champion Bri-B XTC, who is also 
by Millennium. 

CEDAR CREEK 
WITH BELLS ON
BAY • 03/27/1998
LAST RECORDED OWNER: 
Robert & Deborah Stevenson
BREEDER: Cedar Creek Farm, 
Larry A. Bolen
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SIRE: HVK Bell Flaire (Noble Flaire x HVK Belleek)
DAM: Cedar Creek Jasmine (I Will Command x 
Whitmorr Bellanna)
DAM OF THREE WORLD CHAMPIONS
Cedar Creek Danseur (by Stonecroft Byzantine); RDF Bell Ringer 
(by Stand And Deliver GCH); RDF Nobody’s Fool (by Pondview 
Tres Bien)

A natural athlete, Cedar Creek With Bells On, affectionately 
called “Sam” by her people, is a world champion producing world 
champions—her offspring carry the performance gene and her 
early daughters are creating world champions as well. Nine crosses 
to eight different sires and the results, with one exception, have 
been show ring trotting horses. Sam’s longtime home has been with 
Robert, Deborah, and Cassie Stevenson where she has been an 
incredible broodmare for their River Dance Farm. “Her presence in 
the show ring was undeniable—she made such a good impression,” 
Deborah says of her family’s mare. And daughter Cassie reinforces 
the sentiment. “She is one of my all-time favorite horses. Although 
she is sweet in her stall, the moment she exits it’s showtime—
whether she’s at a show, going to work, or just out to the field to play, 
she has her ears up and tail flagging. Her spirit is unlike any other. 
Her excitement and joy are infectious. She is truly one of a kind.” As 
the record proves, Cedar Creek With Bells On continues to pass on 
the essence of a true show horse through each of her babies. “All of 
her babies have her big bright eyes and incredible spirit. Although 
each of them has distinct personalities,” Cassie notes, “every time I 
sit on one of her babies, I am reminded of her eagerness to show.”

CHMH GRAND GIFT 
OF HONEY
CHESTNUT • 04/24/2001
LAST RECORDED 
OWNER: Lynn Peeples LLC
BREEDER: Cindy Nord
SIRE: HVK Grand 
Entrance (Noble Flaire x 
HVK Cimarron)
DAM: CEN Touch And Go 
(The Master’s Touch x HPS 
Beautiful Noise)
DAM OF THREE 
WORLD CHAMPIONS 
CHMH Spice Town Girl 
GCH; LPS Forever Hopeful; 
Portfolio (all by Town Assets)

Lynn Peeples was attracted to 
the filly, CHMH Spice Town 
Girl, by his homebred stallion 

Town Assets. He went looking to buy the filly and came home with her 
and her dam, CHMH Grand Give Of Honey. He could tell the cross 
to his stallion had a future. Three full sisters produced by “Honey” 

were immediately world champions as two-year-olds. LPS Forever 
Hopeful was the 2014 World Champion Junior Mare and Portfolio 
earned the 2013 World Champion Pleasure Driving Two-Year-Old 
title, both under the direction of Peeples, and CHMH Spice Town 
Girl GCH started the winning trend with a World Champion Pleasure 
Driving honor in 2009. Lynn emphasized, “the dam crossed up really 
well with Town Assets, the best results really were with him.” Lynn 
went on to say, “She most certainly passed on stretch and refinement 
to her offspring. Assets had all that type and power behind him so the 
combination of the two created a balance that just worked.” Eugene 
Brubaker was the savvy breeder who got his hands on CHMH Gift Of 
Honey from Cindy Nord and originally crossed her with Town Assets 
to get Spice Town Girl. How did Brubaker get the mare from Cindy? 
He won her with a $20 raffle ticket after the mare was donated to the 
Mid-A Youth group fundraiser. And the rest is history.

CINGATE 
STARRY NIGHT
BAY • 04/11/2007
LAST RECORDED 
OWNER: Cingate 
Morgans LLC
BREEDER: Cingate 
Morgans LLC
SIRE: Astronomicallee 
(Futurity French 

Command x Liberation Starbrite)
DAM: Cingate Vincent’s Song (Tug Hill Commando x Tedwin 
Title Song)
DAM OF THREE WORLD CHAMPIONS
Cingate Hot Shot (by Graycliff Tony GCH); Cingate All Star; 
Cingate Starlight Melody (both by Merriehill After Hours GCH)

Merriehill’s Stan Bodnar says, “it’s easier to tell a horse to whoa 
than to go.” Cingate Starry Night must have been listening. Born 
quiet and reserved, everyone questioned “Star’s” future, except 
Whitney Bodnar. He saw something different. Breeders Gaeton 
and Cindy Lorino started to see it develop as she worked. Bottom 
line, she had the knack to be a show horse. “She had the heart but 
when you looked at Star in her stall, you thought, ‘really, is that a 
world champion?’” Gaeton quipped. “She would be totally laid back 
but when you hooked her, she would run through the wall. It was 
extraordinary the amount of motor and strength that she had.” But 
she wasn’t all go; Star had an equal balance of manners. “She had 
all this power, but you could control it,” says Gaeton. “She would 
put those ears up, head in the right spot with a balanced trot, much 
like her mother.” Star has three world champions in three different 
divisions, but all of her offspring are well-behaved, easy to train, and 
don’t have bad days. “That was the nice thing about Star— she never 
had a bad day, and her babies are the same way. They all have that 
show horse attitude that you can’t train in. They get it from their 
mother and Sophie (Cingate Vincent’s Song).” The Lorinos have six 
embryos and are excited about future foals.   n 
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DAM WORLD CHAMPION OFFSPRING

Cache 9
Kim’s Bellegante 8
AFF Beulah 7
Treble’s Unchained Melody 7
HVK Ancient Cry 6
Lost River Sanfield 6
Century Enjolie 5
Century Oak Denali 5
HVK Obsidian 5
JLS Deer Sal 5
Long Acres Broadway 5
Miss Bluegrass 5
Pompp And Pazazz 5
Carlyle Ten 4
Cedar Creek Pirouette 4
Dancity Gracious Remark 4
Dutch-Mor’s Joy 4
GLB Bell Of The Ball 4
Gulfwind Dawncommand 4
Havenwood’s Beam-Que 4
HRH Trophyet 4
Lakehurst Sweet Sue 4
Merriehill Dusk To Dawn 4
Napaley’s Obssession 4
Nobelle 4
Rush To Judgement 4
Southview Whisper 4
Tedwin Tremendous 4
Treble’s Pomp And Byzazz 4
Waseeka Valiant Lady 4
Wide Eyed Innocence 4
Aljaks Miss Wham I Am 3
Arboria Satori 3
Bri-B Classicpiece 3
Cedar Creek With Bells On 3
CHMH Grand Gift Of Honey 3
Cingate Starry Night 3
Cozy Cole Kessie 3
CT Ginger Lee 3
Devan Melmore 3
DG Morning Glory 3

BROODMARE HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES
DAM WORLD CHAMPION OFFSPRING

Donatella 3
Double M Temptation 3
Dragonsmeade Valkyrie 3
Erotic Dancer GCH 3
Excess Princess 3
Fletcher Music Lee 3
FRF Stolen Moment 3
Graywood’s Epona 3
Honeytree’s Simply Unique 3
HVK Belleek 3
J’st Coastn Countess 3
JW Belle Aire 3
Kendalwood Fortune 3
KJM First Lady 3
Kresknoll Miss Val 3
Ladybird Command 3
Lookaway’s Krystal 3
Mantic Mardi Gras 3
MEM Twisted Sister 3
Merryweather Anne B 3
Merryweather Beldona 3
MI First Love 3
Penncrest Dyna Pepper 3
Porvenir B Bonnet 3
Purest Adrenaline 3
Queen’s No Mercy 3
Saddleback Su Prano 3
Schiaparelli 3
Silverheels Imari 3
Snowcrest Precious 3
Southview Supersally 3
Star Lake Ellisa 3
Stonecroft Shalimar 3
Topic Of Conversation 3
TVM Tiara 3
UVM Nancy 3
UVM Victoria 3
Westwold Dona Resa 3
Wham Bam’s Aeroflyte 3
Wild Imaginings 3 


